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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Focal nodal hyperplasia (FNH) is a common benign tumor of the liver. It occurs 
mostly in people aged 40-50 years and 90% of the patients are female. FNH can be 
cured by local resection. How to locate and judge the tumor boundary in real time 
is often a challenge for surgeons.

AIM 
To summarize the technique and feasibility of robotic resection of FNH guided by 
indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescence imaging.

METHODS 
The demographics and perioperative outcomes of a consecutive series of patients 
who underwent robotic resection of liver FNH guided by ICG fluorescence 
imaging between May 1, 2018 and September 30, 2019 were retrospectively 
analyzed. ICG was injected through the median elbow vein in all the patients at a 
dose of 0.25 mg/kg 48 h before the operation. During the operation, the position 
of FNH in the liver was located in the fluorescence mode of the Da Vinci Si robot 
operating system and the tumor boundary was determined during the resection.

RESULTS 
Among the 23 patients, there were 11 males and 12 females, with a mean age of 
30.5 ± 9.3 years. Twenty-two cases completed robotic resection, while one (4.3%) 
case converted to open surgery. In the robotic surgery group, the operation time 
was 35-340 min with a median of 120 min, the intraoperative bleeding was 10-800 
mL with a median of 50 mL, and the postoperative hospital stay was 1-7 d with a 
median of 4 d. Biliary fistula occurred in two (8.7%) patients after robotic 
operation and they both recovered after conservative treatment. One (4.3%) 
patient received blood transfusion and there was no death in this study. The 
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postoperative hospital stay in the small tumor group was significantly shorter 
than that in the large tumor group (P < 0.05).

CONCLUSION 
ICG fluorescence imaging can guide the surgeon to perform robotic resection of 
liver FNH by locating the tumor and displaying the tumor boundary in real time. 
It is a safe and feasible method to ensure the complete resection of the tumor.

Key Words: Robotic surgery; Indocyanine green; Focal nodal hyperplasia; Hepatectomy
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Core Tip: Focal nodal hyperplasia (FNH) is a common benign tumor of the liver, which 
can be cured by local resection. The purpose of this study was to summarize the 
technique and feasibility of robotic resection of FNH guided by indocyanine green 
fluorescence imaging.
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INTRODUCTION
Focal nodal hyperplasia (FNH) is a common benign tumor of the liver. It occurs mostly 
in people aged 40-50 years and 90% of the patients are female[1]. FNH is the second 
benign tumor of the liver after cavernous hemangioma. It usually presents as a limited 
nodule in the liver, which is usually less than 5 cm. So far, there is no report of 
malignant transformation of FNH in the literature[2]. In the nodal section, there are 
characteristic central star shaped scars, which are like spokes from the fibrotic axis to 
the surrounding area[3,4]. The pathogenesis of FNH is not very clear. It was thought to 
be related to oral contraceptives, but many cases were found to have no history of 
taking such medicine. It may be related to the process of liver misconstruction, focal 
damage of liver tissue, and abnormal development of intrahepatic arteries. Most 
patients have no obvious self-conscious symptoms, which are often found in imaging 
examination or diagnosis and treatment of other diseases[5-7].

Indocyanine green (ICG), as a diagnostic drug, is often used to check liver function 
and circulatory function[8]. After ICG is injected intravenously into the body, it 
immediately binds with plasma protein and rapidly distributes in the blood vessels of 
the whole body through the blood circulation. ICG can be efficiently and selectively 
ingested by hepatocytes, and excreted into bile in a free form from hepatocytes. It 
enters the intestine through the biliary tract and is excreted out of the body with feces. 
Because of the fast excretion, about 97% of ICG is excluded from the blood in normal 
people 20 min after intravenous injection. It does not participate in the chemical 
reaction in vivo, and does not have enterohepatic circulation. It also does not have 
lymphatic countercurrent, and does not excrete from other extrahepatic organs such as 
the kidney[9,10].

In recent years, ICG has been used in laparoscopic liver tumor resection, detection 
of metastatic lymph nodes  in breast cancer, bile duct enhancement, and 
adrenalectomy[11-16]. The purpose of this study was to summarize the technique and 
feasibility of robotic resection of FNH guided by ICG fluorescence imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
The clinical data of 23 consecutive patients who underwent robotic resection of liver 
FNH guided by ICG fluorescence imaging between May 1, 2018 and September 30, 

http://creativecommons.org/Licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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2019 were retrospectively analyzed.

Patient selection
The inclusion criteria were: (1) Presence of a resectable liver FNH; and (2) No general 
medical conditions that are contraindicated for anesthesia and surgery. The exclusion 
criteria were: (1) Tumors larger than 10 cm; and (2) Multiple tumors in the liver.

Preoperative evaluation
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) 
was performed as a routine diagnostic procedure. CT angiography and three-
dimensional reconstruction were also performed in all patients for preoperative 
assessment and surgical planning.

Perioperative data
The baseline demographics and perioperative and pathology data were obtained from 
the electronic medical records. The clinical outcomes, including operative time, 
estimated blood loss (EBL), postoperative complications, and postoperative hospital 
stay (PHS), were analyzed retrospectively. Postoperative biliary fistula was defined as 
the outflow of bile or bile containing fluid from the abdominal drainage tube.

Surgical technique and follow-up
All the operations in this study were performed by a single team of surgeons using the 
Da Vinci Si Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, United States). This 
team had performed more than 3000 robotic hepatopancreatobiliary procedures. 
Forty-eight hours before the operation, ICG was injected through the median elbow 
vein in all the patients at a dose of 0.25 mg/kg. The patients were placed in the supine 
decubitus position under general anesthesia. Four or five ports were placed depending 
on the tumor location. After docking, dissection and mobilization of the liver were 
performed using a coagulation hook or an ultrasonic scalpel. In the fluorescent mode, 
we examined the FNH location on the liver surface. For FNH located in liver 
parenchyma, intraoperative ultrasound was used to locate the tumor and the 
boundary of FNH was determined in the fluorescence mode after liver parenchyma 
has been split. Depending on the location of the tumor in the liver, the operation 
methods included local resection, segmental resection, and hemihepatectomy.

All patients were followed 1 mo after discharge and then at 3-mo intervals 
thereafter.

Statistical analysis
Continuous data are presented as the mean ± SD or median and interquartile range 
(IQR) according to their distributions. The Student’s t-test was used to compare 
normally distributed variables between groups, whereas the Mann–Whitney U test 
was used for non-normally distributed variables. Categorical data were compared 
using the Chi-squared test. A P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All 
analyses were performed with IBM SPSS statistical software, version 20 (SPSS; 
Chicago, IL, United States).

RESULTS
Patient characteristics
Table 1 shows the detailed characteristics of the 23 patients. The patients included 11 
men and 12 women with a mean age of 30.5 years. The most common tumor site was 
segment IV (6; 26%), followed by segment II/III (4; 17%) and segment V/VI (4; 17%), 
segment VII (3; 13%) and segment VIII (3; 13%), segment I (2; 9%), and the left half 
liver (1; 4%). The mean largest tumor diameter was 5.6 cm and 13 patients had a tumor 
larger than 5 cm. All the tumors were FNH on final histopathological examination.

Perioperative outcomes
The FNH of 22 patients was successfully removed robotically and one patient 
converted to open surgery. The mean operative time of robotic resection was 121 min, 
and the median EBL of robotic resection was 115 mL (IQR: 10-800 mL). One patient 
required blood transfusion. Postoperative morbidities occurred in two (8.7%) patients, 
who had postoperative biliary fistula. The mean PHS was 3.7 d. No patients required 
readmission to hospital and there was no 90-d mortality. After a median follow-up of 
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Table 1 Patient characteristics

Patient No./sex/age (yr) Location segment Operation time (min) EBL (mL) Tumor size (cm) PHS (d)

1/F/28 II/III 80 20 5 4

2/M/20 IVb 50 10 3.5 3

3/M/21 IVb 90 50 4.5 3

4/F/36 VII 130 20 5 6

5/M/32 Iva 123 200 3 1

6/F/29 I 150 100 4 3

7/M/49 II/III 70 20 4.3 1

8/M/31 VII 230 400 4 51

9/F/14 V/VI 280 300 13 72

10/M/48 VI 137 200 5 42

11/F/40 IVb 120 10 8.5 2

12/M/25 VIII 200 200 5.4 4

13/M/24 VI 150 200 11 6

14/M/37 VI 41 20 2 3

15/F/35 VII 90 50 5.2 4

16/F/36 II/III 130 50 2.2 4

17/M/30 I 125 100 7 3

18/M/28 IVb 100 50 6 4

19/M/29 VIII 100 100 5 4

20/F/31 VIII 60 10 3.5 2

21/F/24 II/III 35 10 9 4

22/F/13 II/III/IV 340 800 10 63

23/F/41 IVb 60 10 3 3

1Indicates conversion to open surgery.
2Indicates postoperative biliary fistula.
3Indicates intraoperative blood transfusion. EBL: Estimated blood loss; PHS: Postoperative hospital stay; F: Female; M: Male.

12 mo (IQR: 4-17 mo), no patient showed radiologic evidence of tumor recurrence.

Surgical findings
In all patients, FNH in the liver showed bright green imaging in the robot fluorescence 
mode. All tumors were evenly imaged, and the rest normal liver tissues were not 
imaged. For FNH protruding from the surface of the liver, it was very easy to locate 
the tumor during the operation. For FNH located in the liver parenchyma, combined 
with intraoperative ultrasound, all tumors were successfully found and completely 
removed. In the liver parenchyma, ICG imaging accurately displayed the tumor 
boundary in real time, and the operation was safe and feasible. Preoperative MRI of 
patient number 14 showed that the tumor was located in segment VII. Three 
dimensional reconstruction of CT images showed that the tumor crossed the right 
hepatic vein. During the operation, ICG real-time imaging accurately showed the 
location of the tumor and ensured the scope of operation. The postoperative specimens 
showed that the tumors were uniformly stained by ICG, and the imaging effect was 
satisfactory (Figure 1).

Clinical outcomes according to tumor size
The 22 patients who underwent robotic resection were divided into two groups 
according to the tumor size. Table 2 shows the demographic data and perioperative 
outcomes of these patients. There were no significant differences between the large (≥ 
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Table 2 Comparison between patients with large (≥ 5 cm) and small (< 5 cm) tumor robotic resection (n = 22)

Variable Large tumor (n = 13) Small tumor (n = 9) P value

Age (yr) 28.8 ± 9.65 32.7 ± 8.71 0.831

Percentage of females (%) 61.5 40.0 0.414

Operation time (IQR, min) 80.0 77.5 0.148

EBL, median (IQR, mL) 180.0 115.0 0.284

PHS (IQR, d) 2.0 1.5 0.006

Morbidity rate (%) 15.4 10.0 1.000

IQR: Interquartile range; EBL: Estimated blood loss; PHS: Postoperative hospital stay.

5 cm) and small (< 5 cm) tumor groups of patients with respect to age, sex, and tumor 
location. The two groups had similar operation times, EBL, and morbidity rates (P > 
0.05). The PHS in the small tumor group was significantly shorter than that in the large 
tumor group (P < 0.05).

DISCUSSION
FNH is a benign tumor of the liver, which is common in young women. Most cases are 
asymptomatic and the tumor does not undergo malignant transformation, but the 
tumor volume will increase year by year in some patients, and surgical resection is 
often effective[17]. FNH is considered to be a result of the reactive proliferation of 
hepatocytes to local vascular abnormalities in the liver. The main components of the 
lesion include hyperplastic hepatocytes, Kupffer cells, bile ducts, and variant arterial 
vessels. There is no normal arrangement of lobular structure in the tumor. In the gross 
and pathological sections, there is scar like fibrous tissue in the center of the tumor, 
which is distributed radially like spoke wheel. FNH is mainly fed by the small 
branches of the hepatic artery located in the central scar. There is no capillary network 
in the tumor, and the direction of blood flow is centrifugal.

The clear diagnosis based on FNH imaging is of great significance. The typical scar 
structure often occurs in the lesions larger than 3 cm, while the lesions smaller than 3 
cm often have no scar[18,19]. In MRI examination, FNH usually shows equal or slightly 
low signal on T1WI, and equal or slightly high signal on T2WI (high signal of central 
spoke scar on T2WI). Contrast agent uptake is obviously uniform and enhanced in the 
arterial phase, there is equal or slightly high signal between lesions in the portal phase 
and delayed phase and liver parenchyma, but there is no (false) capsule and no 
reduction of signal in reverse phase images[20,21]. Because the rate of star shaped scar 
appearing on ultrasound is very low, and it can also appear in other liver lesions, 
whether it appears or not cannot be used as a specific sign of ultrasound diagnosis of 
FNH. Ultrasound imaging of FNH shows that the central nutrient artery is radiated to 
the star shape around, and the blood flow velocity of the artery is high and the 
resistance is low. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound is an effective method for the 
diagnosis of FNH, with a sensitivity of 83% and specificity of 98%. Its characteristic is 
that the contrast medium is centrifugally filled from the center to the periphery of the 
tumor in the form of spokes[22-24].

There is no normal lobular structure in FNH, which is mainly fed by hyperplastic 
arterioles. There is hyperplastic bile duct in the central scar and no portal vein. When 
ICG is given intravenously to patients, the hepatocytes in FNH are easy to absorb ICG 
but difficult to excrete it, while the surrounding normal hepatocytes can metabolize 
ICG normally, so FNH is easy to be stained by ICG and used for intraoperative 
detection. In our study, FNH in the liver of all patients was successfully stained by 
ICG and the imaging effect was good. Due to the lack of a real tumor envelope in 
FNH, it is difficult to distinguish the tumor boundary from the normal liver tissue in 
the liver parenchyma, which is also a dilemma that surgeons often face when they are 
operating to remove FNH[25]. We used the fluorescence mode of the da Vinci robotic 
system to locate the boundary of FNH in the liver by ICG imaging, which guided and 
modified the boundary in real time during resection, so as to ensure the smooth and 
complete resection of FNH in all patients and avoided tumor residual. It was easy to 
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Figure 1 Robotic resection of liver focal nodal hyperplasia guided by indocyanine green fluorescence imaging. A: Magnetic resonance imaging 
showed focal nodal hyperplasia (FNH) located in segment VII; B: Three-dimensional reconstruction of computed tomography showed the relationship of FNH and the 
right hepatic vein; C and D: Robotic resection of liver FNH guided by indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescence imaging; E and F: The resected specimen and the mode 
of ICG imaging in FNH. RHV: Right hepatic vein.

find FNH located on the surface of the liver, while it was often difficult to locate FNH 
in the liver parenchyma. If the FNH was located in liver parenchyma, as long as a 
small part of the tumor can be found after the liver parenchyma had been split, ICG 
imaging could guide the whole surgical resection process.

Local surgical resection can not only achieve the effect of radical cure for FNH, but 
also keep the normal liver tissue as much as possible, and reduce bleeding and other 
complications caused by massive hepatectomy. Our study showed that it was safe and 
effective to demonstrate FNH by ICG imaging and to use da Vinci robot for local 
resection of FNH. Especially for those patients who cannot undergo regular 
hepatectomy in special position, ICG imaging can effectively ensure the scope of 
surgical resection and the complete resection of tumor. In practice, we realized that 
real-time detection of FNH located in liver parenchyma by ICG imaging is effective for 
the guidance and correction of the resection boundary of tumor intraoperatively.

ICG has the risk of causing shock and anaphylactic symptoms, so it is necessary to 
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closely observe and detect the vital signs of patients from the beginning of injection to 
the end of operation, and make preparations for the disposal of emergency drugs and 
equipment that should be prepared for patients with anaphylaxis. In our study, there 
were no patients with anaphylaxis and shock symptoms, but some patients developed 
nausea, fever, and other reactions after administration, which were relieved after 
symptomatic support treatment. In the instructions for drug use, it is clearly stated 
that those who have a history of allergy to iodine should not be used, and those who 
have an allergic constitution should be used with caution. Therefore, before giving 
ICG to patients, it is necessary to ask them if they have any history of allergy and 
allergic drugs.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our study shows that ICG is an excellent intraoperative dye developer 
for FNH, and it is safe and effective to use Da Vinci robot to give such patients 
complete resection of tumor. In the future, more large-scale case accumulation is 
needed to further summarize the safety and effectiveness of this method.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Focal nodal hyperplasia (FNH) is a common benign tumor of the liver. It occurs mostly 
in people aged 40-50 years and 90% of the patients are female.

Research motivation
How to locate and judge the tumor boundary in real time is often a challenge for 
surgeons.

Research objectives
To summarize the technique and feasibility of robotic resection of FNH guided by 
indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescence imaging.

Research methods
The demographics and perioperative outcomes of a series of consecutive patients who 
underwent robotic resection of liver FNH guided by ICG fluorescence imaging 
between May 1, 2018 and September 30, 2019 were retrospectively analyzed. ICG was 
injected through the median elbow vein in all the patients at a dose of 0.25 mg/kg 48 h 
before the operation.

Research results
Among the 23 patients, there were 11 males and 12 females, with a mean age of 30.5 ± 
9.3 years. Twenty-two cases completed robotic resection, while one (4.3%) case 
converted to open surgery. In the robotic surgery group, the operation time was 35-340 
min with a median of 120 min, the intraoperative bleeding was 10-800 mL with a 
median of 50 mL, and the postoperative hospital stay was 1-7 d with a median of 4 d. 
Biliary fistula occurred in two (8.7%) patients after robotic operation and they both 
recovered after conservative treatment. One (4.3%) patient received blood transfusion 
and there was no death in this study. The postoperative hospital stay in the small 
tumor group was significantly shorter than that in the large tumor group (P < 0.05).

Research conclusions
Our study shows that ICG is an excellent intraoperative dye developer for FNH, and it 
is safe and effective to use Da Vinci robot to give such patients complete resection of 
tumor. In the future, more large-scale case accumulation is needed to further 
summarize the safety and effectiveness of this method.

Research perspectives
Cancer treatments are becoming more diverse.
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